How does a research focused cloud platform move your organization forward?

• Align researchers with technology that NIH and many non-profit organizations are already using
• Every day there is a significant increase in the % of researchers moving to this approach.
• Educates and trains all researchers in cloud-based workspaces which strengthens their future in the research funding ecosystem.
• Provides innovation for potential donors to fund research and tools that level the playing field to provide state-of-the art analysis tools and data to all:
  • Historically black colleges and universities
  • Rural areas
  • Small colleges and universities
Every day, the % of researchers using workspaces increases.
Researchers using the Precision Medicine Platform today

- AHA Grantee Research Projects (90 grantees to date with > 500 publications in high impact journals including JAMA, Nature, Nature Med)

- Get With The Guidelines Registry Research (> 30 investigators to date)

- Data Challenges
  - COVID-19 CVD in 2020 - 50 participants
  - Heart Failure in 2021 – 39 participants

- Researchers Collaborating with AHA and NIH, Verily, Gates Ventures, and many more
Demo

Workspaces and Data Marketplace
Press

Coffee Drinking Tied to Lower Risk of Heart Failure

Precision Medicine Platform accelerates data sharing and collaboration in scientific research

Research Opportunities utilizing data from the AHA COVID-19 CVD Registry

Cardiologists earn AHA award for COVID-19 CVD Registry
Special Offer for HRA Members

Free trial of the PMP

- AHA will provide the following for each HRA member organization that is interested at no charge:
  - Up to 10 cloud-enabled workspaces for up to 1 year on the Precision Medicine Platform
  - Training and education
    - Onboarding
    - Office hours w/ the AHA data science team
Benefits of the PMP & this free trial

- Understand if a service/platform like this would be useful for your researchers and organization at no cost
- Offer secure and private workspaces to researchers/grantees for their projects
- Take advantage of the AHA Data Science team for assistance with utilizing the tools we provide, how to load data and build analyses, etc.
Next steps to redeem this offer

• Register for an account on the PMP

• Contact Holly at pmp@heart.org to confirm your interest in the free trial and receive the offer code you will need when requesting a workspace.

• Once you are logged in, Request a workspace
  • Go to Data – Search
  • Scroll to the bottom and click on
  • Fill out the request form, and within the Research Purpose field include the offer code you received.

• Once your request is approved and the workspace provisioned (1-2 business days), you are ready to get started!
  • Upload your own data and play around with the analysis tools
  • Share your workspace with colleagues and collaborate
  • Provide steps to register and request a workspace to your researchers
Questions?

• Contact us pmp@heart.org with any questions
• Visit our website at https://precision.heart.org/

Thank you!